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When a patient falls (asleep) and can’t get up: conversion disorder – paraplegia following general anesthesia
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Abstract

Background and objectives: This case report describes the rare occurrence of paraplegia caused by conversion disorder in a woman who received general anesthesia for breast surgery.

Case report: A 46-year-old healthy woman received general anesthesia for excision of a left breast fibroepithelial lesion. In the post-anesthesia care unit, she reported bilateral loss of both sensation and motor function below the knees. Physical signs and symptoms did not correlate with any anatomical or neurological patterns; imaging revealed no abnormalities. Psychiatric consultation was performed wherein familial stressor circumstances were identified, leading to diagnosis and management of conversion disorder.

Conclusion: Conversion disorder is characterized by alteration of physical function due to expression of an underlying psychological ailment. Its diagnosis requires thorough evaluation including appropriate workup to exclude organic causes. The meshing together of anesthesiology and psychiatry – as demonstrated by this case report – offers an opportunity to highlight important information pertaining to the definition, diagnosis, and management of conversion disorder as it may be encountered in the postanesthesia recovery period.
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Quando um paciente cai (no sono) e não consegue acordar: transtorno conversivo – paraplegia após anestesia geral

Resumo

Justificativa e objetivos: Descrever a rara ocorrência de paraplegia causada por distúrbio conversivo em uma mulher que recebeu anestesia geral para a cirurgia de mama.
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Conversion disorder after general anesthesia
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Introduction

Conversion disorder, previously known as hysteria and now often referred to as functional neurological symptom disorder, is representative of an unconscious, involuntary process in which psychosocial needs, conflicts, or stressors are expressed as somatic symptoms for which there is no conforming anatomic or physiologic explanation. Among the general United States population, its incidence has been reported to be between 11 and 300 per 100,000 people or 0.01–0.5% and appears to affect females more than males at a ratio of 2:1. Greater prevalence has been reported in other populations: 5–14% among general hospital patients, 1–3% among outpatient referrals to psychiatrists, and 5–25% among psychiatric outpatients. The prevalence of conversion disorder in the perioperative setting—specifically after administration of general anesthesia—is unknown. The meshing together of anesthesiology and psychiatry—as demonstrated by this case—offers an opportunity to highlight important information pertaining to the definition, diagnosis, and management of conversion disorder as it may be encountered in the postanesthesia recovery period.

Case report

A 46-year-old 74 kg woman presented to an ambulatory surgery unit for excision of a left breast fibroepithelial lesion. Her medical history included laparoscopic cholecystectomy and right breast surgery; both procedures had been performed under general anesthesia without adverse event. After performing preanesthetic assessment and acquiring informed consent, midazolam (2 mg) was administered for anxiolysis. In the operating suite, an uneventful anesthetic induction ensued with fentanyl (100 mcg), lidocaine (70 mg), and propofol (150 mg). General anesthesia via a laryngeal mask airway (LMA) was maintained using sevoflurane in a 50/50 air/oxygen mixture for the uneventful 46 min procedure. Other intravenous medications administered in a half-normal saline solution and dexamethasone (4 mg) were given. At the procedure’s end, the LMA was removed and the patient was transferred to the postanesthesia care unit. Approximately half an hour later, she reported absence of motor control and sensation affecting both lower extremities below the knees. Vital signs had remained within normal limits. Neurosurgery and neurology teams were immediately consulted for further evaluation which included neurological physical examination and stat computed tomography (CT) of the head as there was concern that the patient experienced a cerebrovascular insult that would require emergent therapy. Upon confirmation of negative CT imaging and in the absence of any apparent organic explanation for the patient’s neurological symptoms, psychiatric consultation was obtained. Interview of the patient revealed the presence of significant familial and social stressors in her life (including recent conflict with her spouse), leading to a presumptive diagnosis of conversion disorder. Subsequent management included psychotherapy, physical therapy, and education regarding coping strategies. The patient was discharged home three days later at which time she required a walker for ambulation assistance. The patient was lost to follow-up until she presented several months later for an unrelated family medicine visit. At that time, she demonstrated no neurological deficits or physical limitations.

Discussion

Conversion disorder, categorized as a somatoform illness, is characterized by the presence of one or more symptoms or deficits that affect voluntary motor or sensory function, suggestive of a neurological or other general medical condition, but with distinct presentations and findings that help differentiate it from an organic disease. Although the disorder may vary in severity, duration, and presentation, symptoms of the disorder usually manifest as one of the following four feature types: motor symptoms or deficits, sensory...
symptoms or deficits, pseudo seizures, or mixed presentation. The disorder is usually triggered by a recent significant stress or emotional trauma. Other risk factors for conversion disorder include a history of physical or sexual abuse and neglect in childhood, personal or familial history of a mental health condition, or history of a neurological disease that causes similar symptoms.1

On many levels, conversion disorder implicates the role of the unconscious in the pathophysiology of a particular condition. Its diagnosis is often challenging to make and mandates definitive determination that symptoms or deficits are not being intentionally produced. This key factor differentiates conversion disorder from malingering or other factitious disorders. When considering the diagnosis of conversion disorder, it is essential to carefully eliminate any possible anatomic, physiologic, or pathologic explanations for the symptomatology. Conversion disorders may mimic a variety of neurological and musculoskeletal conditions including but not limited to cerebrovascular accident, spinal cord injury, myasthenia gravis, Guillain–Barre' syndrome, Parkinson's disease, epilepsy, or multiple sclerosis.

In the literature, few reports describe the occurrence of conversion disorder in association with anesthetic techniques. Three reports describe its development in pediatric patients after general anesthesia.3,5,6 Han et al.7 describe the postoperative development of conversion locked-in syndrome in a woman who received general anesthesia for implantation of a spinal cord stimulator. At least three other isolated cases report the occurrence of conversion disorder after neuraxial techniques (2 spinals, 1 epidural).8-10 The patient discussed in this report experienced profound neurological and motor deficits during recovery from an uneventful general anesthetic technique and operative procedure that could not be explained by any abnormalities found on physical examination and workup.

Effective management of conversion disorder requires a multidisciplinary approach. Timely referral to psychiatric services is an essential component as well as psychotherapy, physical therapy, and addressing the related stress. It is paramount that care providers be cognizant of the patient’s current life events, past stress responses, and present support systems. Pharmacological therapy is not a mainstay of treatment regimens and, in fact, should be avoided whenever possible due to concern for development of substance dependency.11 Appropriate pharmacologic agents may be considered in select patients with extreme anxiety. There is some data that suggests an impactful role for the utilization of transcranial magnetic stimulation in the management of this disorder.11 Above all, management of conversion disorder should comprise of honest disclosure, reassurance of recovery, and reinforcement of alternative coping strategies.12
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